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Abstract. The binding of Diphenyl diamine drugs within the minor

groove of DNA has been investigated by using force field andab initio

MO methods. Four drugs of different molecular sizes are taken to examine

the compatible sizes of drugs for binding within minor groove of DNA.

It is one of the essential characteristic of minor groove binding drugs. In

addition the energetic of cationic amidine group in DNA binding is also

analysed to differentiate the dominating factors for minorgroove binding.

The crescent sized molecules that fit to the minor groove of DNA can bind

effectively within the minor groove. The role of cationic amidine groups of

these drugs in DNA binding is significant. These charged groups interact

with various atomic sites present within minor groove. The formation of

stable drug-DNA complexes depends on the types of intermolecular hydro-

gen bonds formed in the complexes. The hydrogen bonds between amidine

groups of drugs and thymine nucleobase can stabilize the drug within AT

sequences, and it is one of the reasons for AT sequence selectivity of this

drug.
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1 Introduction

The Diphenyl diamine (DB) drugs are known for their antimicrobial as well as anti-

tumour properties. The interactions of these drugs with biological molecules inhibit

many biochemical reactions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Also these drugs are capable of penetrat-

ing within the cisplatin resistant cell lines that could be related to the physio-chemical

behavior of cationic amidine group. It has been evidenced that the dicationic drugs

acquire more anticancer property than the monocationic drugs [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

There are many minor groove binding DB drugs, and very few drugs can bind within

the major groove of DNA [5, 13, 14]. Moreover the presence of aromatic rings in some

DB drugs drastically affect the anticancer property and that could be due to the decrease

of cell uptake [6, 15, 16]. The interaction ability of cationic amidine group with var-

ious atomic sites in minor groove may be another important aspect of forming stable

drug-DNA complexes. There are many other donor-acceptor sites in DNA for form-

ing hydrogen bonds in DB-DNA complexes [3, 15, 17]. The hydrogen bonds formed

in DB-DNA complexes could stabilize the drug molecule withinthe minor groove of

DNA. In the sense, those drugs that can access completely within the minor groove may

form hydrogen bonds effectively. All these minor groove binders must acquire basic

structural compatibility with that of minor groove. Although there are several reasons

for binding drugs within minor groove, but the compatibility of molecular structures of

drug molecule with the binding region may be the basic requirement to form stable DB-

DNA complexes. The molecules having compatible structureswith the crescent width

of minor groove may favorably form hydrogen bonds with the donor-acceptor sites

present in the minor groove of DNA. It is rather crucial to determine the concrete cor-

relation between molecular size and DNA binding ability of these drugs. So the present

study focuses on the nature of DNA binding groove binding ability of few DB drugs

having different molecular structures and sizes (Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). As such the forma-
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tion of stable drug-DNA complex arises from the van der Waalsinteractions between

donor-acceptor sites of a particular region. It has been known that the distribution of

electron density within various parts of DNA is different. Accumulation of maximum

electron density within the minor groove of DNA has been shown. This region may

attract the cationic group of DB drugs that result favourable binding of this drug within

minor groove. Therefore it is rather important to study the nature of drug binding within

various sequences of DNA. The study may be useful to understand the minor groove

selectivity of DB drugs. The applications of accurate quantum mechanical methods to

large molecules are limited. Force field calculations have certain advantages than the

quantum mechanical studies for its application to large molecules. The formation of

DB-DNA complexes can be understood from the local minimum electrostatic energies

obtained from force field studies [18, 19]. It is not feasibleto carry out complete geom-

etry optimization of such large molecules with quantum mechanical methods. Hence

the force field method has been used in the present investigation.

2 Methodology

The geometries of DB drugs are initially optimized with HF/6-31G method before pro-

ceeding to force field calculations on drug and DNA complexes[18, 19]. The elec-

trostatic stabilization energies of DB-DNA complexes are calculated with CHARMm

force method [18]. The structures of DB-DNA complexes are completely minimized

with CHARMm force field minimization protocol. The electrostatic interaction (stabi-

lization) energies are computed from (1).

∆E = ECOM− (ENU +ED) (1)

TheECOM, ENU andED are the electrostatic energies of DB-DNA complex, DNA and

drug. Energy minimization was performed with steepest decent technique up to the

energy convergence of 0.001. The dielectric constant of surrounding solvent was taken

as 80 to represent aqueous medium. However we have checked the binding of these

drugs within the minor groove of various sequences with receptor-ligand docking pro-

tocol The binding mode of these DB drugs is again evaluated from the large number

of ligand-receptor docking poses. First we have taken the possibility of docking within
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the particular sequences of DNA . The receptor ligand docking algorithm implemented

in CDocker has been used to find the interaction energies.

3 Construction of models

The pentamidine(PN), propamidine(PR), stilbamidine(ST) and berenil(BN) drugs have

been chosen in the present study (Fig. 1). The structure of oligonucleotide

d(ACCGACGTCGGT) is obtained from crystallographic database [20]. We have cho-

sen certain regions of DNA having different sequence combinations. The positions of

DB drugs within various regions of the minor groove are changed to locate the most

favorable regions of drug selected for binding. The models of DB-DNA are constructed

similar to some reported crystal structures [14, 21, 22]. Inthese models, the interaction

between amidine group (cationic) and thymine nucleobase isparticularly considered

to analyze the contribution of cationic group in DNA binding. Here the positions of

drugs are adjusted with respect to the interaction distances between cationic amidine

group and thymine nucleobase, and subsequently the structures are minimized. The DB

drugs bind with thymine within AT rich regions of DNA. So the selectivity of thymine

by cationic amidine group of DB drugs within AT sequence is particularly taken for

analysis. The structures of DB drugs are curve with typical crescent shape. Here in

all DB-DNA complexes, the matching of drug crescent with thatof minor groove is

also carefully examined. In this investigation we have examined the different types of

hydrogen bonds formed in DB-DNA complexes.

4 Results and Discussion

In order to understand the binding of DB drugs within minor groove of DNA, we have

computed the electrostatic stabilization energies of these drugs. The electrostatic stabi-

lization energies of BN, PR, PN and ST are given in Table 1. The energies are obtained

from the minimized structures of DB-DNA complexes. The most favorable orientations

of BN for entering inside the minor groove are obtained from the correlation plots of

interaction energies versus positions of drugs within thisgroove (Fig. 2). The variation
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of the energies in this plot is due to steric hindrance from different sites in the minor

groove. Similarly the plots for PR, PN and ST are shown in Figs.3, 4 and 5. The

energy minima so identified have been used to locate the most favorable position of

drug within the minor groove. The inner hydrogen bonds formed in minimized com-

plexes of BN-DNA complexes can be visualized from the structures given in Fig. 6.

Table 2 displays the nature of the intermolecular hydrogen bonds formed in this com-

plex. The minimized ST-DNA complex shown in Fig. 7 clearly indicates the position

of ST within the minor groove as well as the nature of hydrogenbonds in this complex.

The electrostatic stabilization energy of BN is found more negative than that of ST,

and the hydrogen bonds formed in these two complexes are not exactly similar. One

of the two amidine groups of ST and BN interact with thymine nucleobase present in

minor groove whereas the other amidine group is involved in hydrogen bonding with

different atomic sites of DNA (Table 2). These drugs can formhydrogen bonds in a

different manner within the minor groove, and also the corresponding electrostatic sta-

bilization energies are found different (Tables 3 and 4). Among the four drugs, BN

and ST molecules acquire almost equal crescent sizes. So thevariations of interaction

energies of these two drugs can be compared to distinguish the factors responsible for

the binding of drugs within minor groove of DNA. These drugs hydrogen bonds formed

either by amidine groups or by other donor-acceptor sites ofdrugs within minor groove.

The electrostatic stabilization energy of BN is somewhat more negative than that of ST.

It may be due to the presence of additional donor atoms (nitrogen atoms) in between

the rings of BN (Table 1). As mentioned above, the interactionbetween amidine group

and thymine is mainly considered in constructing the modelsof DB-DNA complexes

as reported in crystal structure [20]. The BN molecule can bind perfectly within the

minor groove of DNA , but no prominent hydrogen bonds betweenamidine group of

drug and thymine nucleobase are observed. The nature of the hydrogen bonds formed

by these two drugs within minor groove of DNA is not exactly equal. The molecu-

lar sizes of PR and PN are larger than BN and ST. We have comparedthe binding of

these drugs within minor groove. The electrostatic stabilization energy of PR-DNA is

found more negative than PN-DNA (Table 1). It may be due to thedifferences in the

hydrogen bonds formed in these complexes. The amidine groupof PN forms hydro-

gen bond with thymine nucleobase from the exterior side of the minor groove. In the
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minimized structures of PN-DNA and PR-DNA, the drug molecules are found outside

the minor groove (Figs. 8 and 9). Also PN binds with DNA less efficiently than PR.

It may be due to the interaction of only one amidine group withthymine in PN-DNA

complex. Both these molecules acquire larger crescent size than that of minor groove

and it may be the reason why these drugs bind with DNA from the exterior position.

Among these drugs BN and ST acquire compatible molecular sizes to the crescent size

of minor groove, hence these drugs can bind favorably withinthe minor groove. So

the formation of stable complexes within the minor groove depends on the crescent

sized molecular structures of drugs. In fact both the amidine groups of ST and BN

form hydrogen bonds within minor group resulting stable drug-DNA complexes. The

hydrogen bonds formed by these molecules are given in Table 2. Hence the interac-

tion between cationic amidine groups and thymine of DNA is one of the factors for

stabilizing drug-DNA complex but the drug molecule may not bind within the minor

groove. The compatibility of crescent sized drugs with minor groove size is an essen-

tial criterion for minor groove binding drugs. Such information is also a crucial part in

the rational drug design. Moreover the cationic drugs couldbe advantageous in other

physio-chemical aspects like cell penetration ability of drugs [24]. It is rather important

to examine the stability of proton in the cationic form of drugs. Indirectly, the stabil-

ity of cationic form of amidine groups can be estimated from the dissociation energies

(DE) of proton from this group. The DE of proton from amidine groups of these drugs

and the Mulliken net charges on the respective atoms of amidine groups are shown in

Table 5. The DE of BN is∼1.1 kcal/mol more than that of ST. This may be due to

the presence of additional basic atoms (nitrogen in betweenaromatic rings) in berenil.

Hence the amidine group of BN acquires more cationic behaviorthan that of ST. As

shown in Table 1, the difference of electrostatic stabilization energies of ST and BN is

small. The DE of proton for PN is more than that of PR. Such variation of DE might

be useful for understanding the cationic nature of amidine groups. The interaction en-

ergies calculated from the docked ligands within three different sequence combinations

are found different(Table 6). Among these drugs the ST molecule can interact with all

sequences better than other drugs.
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5 Interaction sites and AT specificity of drugs

It has been shown that the BN, ST, PR and PN can form hydrogen bonds with various

atomic sites of DNA. The number of inter molecular hydrogen bonds in the complexes

have been analyzed to understand the binding of drugs with DNA (Table 1). It has

been found that the amidine group of BN forms hydrogen bond in adifferent manner

than that of ST (Figs. 6 and 7). The two amidine groups of PN form hydrogen bonds

with certain sites of DNA from the exterior side of minor groove. In fact hydrogen

bonding pattern for PR is different from PN(Table 2). Hence the nature of hydrogen

bonds formed between drug and DNA is quite different, and also the formation of drug-

DNA complexes depends on the energetic of amidine group and on the crescent sized

molecules. The number of hydrogen bonds in all these drug-DNA complexes ranges

from 1 to 3. For the minor groove binding drugs the crescent sized molecule should fit

perfectly within the minor groove of DNA, and also the formation of hydrogen bonds

between amidine group and thymine is observed in the minimized complexes. So the

minor groove binding drugs must acquire compatible molecular size with the size of

the minor groove. The large sized drugs can bind effectivelywith DNA from the exte-

rior region of DNA. but the position of molecule is not withinthe minor groove. The

presence of AT sequences in minor groove is necessary for interaction between amidine

group and thymine of DNA. It may be the basis of AT sequence selective binding of

drugs in some crystal structures [3, 12, 15, 23]. However theother atomic sites of drug

can also form hydrogen bond with DNA. Hence the type of hydrogen bond formation

strictly depends on the positions of drug within the minor groove. Only the accessible

atomic sites can form hydrogen bonds within minor groove. Thus the binding ability of

PN, PR, ST and BN depends entirely on the types of hydrogen bonds. The differences

in the electrostatic stabilization energies of small and large molecules are∼60 kcal/-

mol. It appears that the interaction ability of the cationicamidine groups with thymine

nucleobases is one of the factors for stabilizing drug within the minor groove. However

the other interaction sites cannot be ignored. The structures of DB-DNA complexes

formed by these drugs within minor groove of DNA oligomer arenot uniform in terms

of hydrogen bonds. The two positively charged amidine groups provide the potential

binding sites of interaction with available thymine nucleobases in the minor groove. In
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this respect the thymine nucleobase should be the preferredsite for binding with two

cationic amidine groups. In the sense that the AT specificityof these drugs basically

depend on the presence of thymine nucleobase for interaction with amidine groups of

drugs.

6 Conclusion

The structural aspects and molecular sizes of these drugs are important basis for bind-

ing of drugs within minor groove of DNA. The interaction between cationic amidine

groups and thymine nucleobase is one of the factors for stabilizing drug-DNA complex.

However the formation of other hydrogen bonds is also found in some drug-DNA com-

plexes. Apparently the stabilization of drug within DNA depends on the nature of the

hydrogen bonds formed within that region. The AT sequence selectivity of DB drugs is

found to be due to the interaction of amidine group and thymine nucleobase.
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Table 1: Computed electrostatic energies of Drug-DNA complexes, DNA drugs and the

corresponding electrostatic stabilization energies.

Most stable

Drug-DNA

complexes

Energies of

Drug-DNA

complexes

(kcal/mol)

Electrostatic

energies of

DNA oligomer

(kcal/mol)

Electrostatic

energies of

drugs

(kcal/mol)

Electrostatic

stabilization

Energies

(kcal/mol)

BN -3427.74

-1378.09

-38.59 -2011.05

PR -3463.48 -42.76 -2042.62

PN -3333.20 -41.61 -1913.49

ST -3382.71 -34.35 -1970.27
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Table 2: The formation of H-bonds in the minimized structures of Drug-DNA com-

plexes.

Complexes

of cationic

drug with

DNA

Number of

H-bond between

amidine group and

O of Thymine

Number of

H-bond between

amidine group

and O of Sugar

Number of other

H- bonds

Total H-

bonds

BN-DNA 1 – 1 (with C) 2

PR-DNA – – 1 (with C) 1

PN-DNA – – 2 (with A & PO4) 2

ST-DNA 1 – 1 (with PO4) 2

C = cytosine and A = Adenine

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: Structures of (a) Berenil (BN), (b) Stilbamidine (ST) (c) Propamidine (PR),

(d) Pentamidine(PN).
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Table 3: Computed electrostatic stabilization energies of Drug-Oligonucleotide com-

plex at various positions.

Positions

of drug

within

minor

groove

Electrostatic

energies of the

minimised DB-DNA

complexes

(kcal/mol)

Electrostatic

energies of

DNA oligomer

(kcal/mol)

Electrostatic

energies of

drugs

(kcal/mol)

Electrostatic

stabilization

energies

(kcal/mol)

BN

1 -3110.07

-1378.09 -38.59

-1693.39

2 -3161.85 -1745.17

3 -3148.32 -1731.64

4 -3107.75 -1691.07

PR

1 -3199.39

-1378.09 -42.76

-1778.54

2 -3307.19 -1886.33

3 -3310.96 -1890.11

4 -3160.07 -1739.21

PN

1 -3311.52

-1378.09 -41.61

-1891.82

2 -3314.26 -1894.56

3 -3156.83 -1737.12

4 -3112.03 -1692.32

ST

1 -3078.26

-1378.09 -34.35

-1665.81

2 -3129.45 -1717.00

3 -3107.43 -1694.99

4 -3069.31 -1656.87
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Table 4: The formation of hydrogen bonds between cationic drug and DNA oligomer

and H-bond distances at different positions.

Drugs Positions

of drug

within

minor

groove

Number of

H-bond

between

amidine group

and O of

Thymine

Number of

H-bond

between

amidine group

and O of

Sugar

Number of

H-bonds of other

atomic sites

Total

H-

bonds

BN

1 1 1 1(With C) 3

2 1 – 1(With C) 2

3 1 1 – 2

4 – 1 – 1

PR

1 1 – 1(With PO4) 2

2 – – 2(With C & PO4) 2

3 – – 2(With C & PO4) 2

4 – 1 1(With G) 2

PN

1 1 – 1(With PO4) 2

2 – – 2(with A & PO4) 2

3 1 – – 1

4 1 – – 1

ST

1 1 1 1(With PO4) 3

2 1 1 1(With PO4) 3

3 – – 1(With PO4) 1

4 – 1 – –
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Table 5: The computed Mulliken net charges and dissociationenergies (DE) of proton

from amidine group.

Cationic

drugs

Mulliken net

charges on two

amidine groups

Mulliken net charges

on the hydrogen atoms

of amidine group

Dissociation

energies (DE) of

proton (kcal/mol)

N(-NH2 ) N(-NH2) H H

BN -0.707 -0.708 0.373 0.365 486.439

PN -0.717 -0.719 0.359 0.368 501.393

PR -0.717 -0.715 0.369 0.361 495.819

ST -0.709 -0.708 0.372 0.365 485.352

Table 6: The computed interaction energies obtained from receptor ligand docking

protocol.

Drugs Interaction energies (kcal/mole) within various sequences

TCGGT ACGTC ACCGA

BN -4.058 -4.155 -4.155

ST -6.631 -7.526 -6.587

PR -3.776 -3.824 -4.106

PEN -3.306 -4.564 -3.132
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Figure 2: Plot of interaction energies versus positions of BNwithin the minor groove.

Figure 3: Plot of interaction energies versus positions of ST within the minor groove.
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Figure 4: Plot of interaction energies versus positions of PR within the minor groove.

Figure 5: Plot of interaction energies versus positions of PN within the minor groove.

Figure 6: Minimized structure of BN-DNA.
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Figure 7: Minimized structure of ST-DNA.

Figure 8: Minimized structure of PR-DNA.

Figure 9: Minimized structure of PN-DNA.
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